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Let Jd be a Type I C*-algebra, g a C*-subalgebra, and G a group of *- 
automorphisms of .&’ which leave .%? invariant. If d/G is countably separated, 
then d/G is also countably separated. This result has several applications in 
group representations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we make the standard conventions that all topological 
groups G are locally compact and have a countable basis for their 
topologies, all multiplier representations of G are unitary and Bore& 
and all Hilbert spaces and C*-algebras are separable. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let JZI be a Type I P-algebra, 94 a Type I 
C*-subalgebra, and G a group with a strongly continuous representation 
as *-automorphisms of &’ which leave 93 invariant. Then &‘/G is countably 
separated if d-/G is countably separated. 
This theorem makes sense, for G acts as a topological transformation 
group on both d and 4 in a natural manner (see Glimm [4, Lemma 
1.31). Note that the assumption that 9 be Type I is superfluous, for 
any C*-subalgebra of a Type I C*-algebra is also Type I. 
This theorem has several useful applications in group representa- 
tions. One of these is given in Section 4, another in Section 5. 
Section 2 is devoted to a characterization of the C*-subalgebras of 
all compact operators. Theorem 1 .l is proved in Section 3. 
See the two books by Dixmier [2, and 31, Auslander-Moore [1], 
and Mackey [9] for the basic results and notation in operator theory 
and group representations which we will use. 
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2. A CHARACTERIZATION OF THE C*-SUBALGEBRAS OF 
ALL COMPACT OPERATORS 
I,et (LJ~} be a collection of C*-algebras. Recall that their C*( w,)-sum 
is the set of all sequences (a,> such that a, is in &a and such that 
for any E > 0 all but a finite number of /I a, [I are less than E. The 
purpose of this section is to give a simple, direct proof of the following 
proposition. It is also a consequence of Kaplansky’s theory of dual 
C*-algebras [8]. 
PR~P~~ITIOX 2.1. f,et 9? be any C*-subalgebra of the algebra of all 
compact operators on some Hilbert space. Then 97 is the C*( CG)-sum 
qf a sequence of subalgebras, each of which is algebraically isomorphic 
to all compact operators on some Hilbert space. 
‘The following corollary to Proposition 2.1 will be quite useful in 
Section 3. 
COROLLARY 2.2 Let 9 be arly C*-subalgebra of the algebra of all 
compact operators on some Hilbert space. Then .g is topologically 
isomorphic to a countable set with the discrete topology. 
Proof. It is clear from Proposition 2.1 that any irreducible repre- 
sentation of .93 must vanish except on one summand. Since each of 
the summands is the compact operators, .@ is countable. Each element 
i3 of :J is open, for it is now clear that every other element of .Y? 
vanishes on the summand corresponding to 6. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let .a be a C*-algebra qf compact operators on the 
Hilbert space A?‘. Suppose that 59 is nondegenerate in the sense that 
the only element of .%? which is annihilated by eaery element of 9' is 0. 
Let .g(a) be the con Neumann algebra generated by -8. Then BY(g) is 
the direct sum of Type I factors, each of which occurs with jinite multi- 
plicity. Fwthevmore, if Q is a central projection corresponding to one 
of these direct summands, then Q is the limit in the strong operator 
topology of projections in 9’ which are dominated by Q. 
Proof. First, if Q ‘s 1 any central projection in .g(.“A), there exists 
a sequence of self-adjoint elements of the unit ball of 97, say {T,,}, 
such that T,, + Q in the strong operator topology by the Kaplansky 
density theorem (see [2, p. 461). But since each element of 9? is 
compact, T,,T + QT in the operator norm for each element T of 99. 
Hence, if T is in G7, then QT is also in 37. Using this fact, an application 
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of Zorn’s lemma shows that it suffices to prove that one such direct 
summand exists. Note that 9? is generated by its finite-dimensional 
projections, as follows from the spectral theorem for compact self- 
adjoint operators and from operator calculus. Let P be any such 
finite-dimensional projection of minimal dimension, and let C(P) 
be its central support in A?(g). But since P is a projection of minimal 
dimension, we have that PTP is a scalar multiple of P for every T in 
g. Hence, PTP is a scalar multiple of P for every T in 9(g), and thus 
P is a minimal projection in W(g). Hence, the von Neumann algebra 
9?(g)c(P) is a Type I factor which is a direct summand of 9(%/r). 
.%!(&cP) has finite multiplicity, for its cornmutant is a Type J,, 
factor, where n is the dimension of P. Finally, let fJ be any central 
projection in 9(g), and choose a maximal collection {P91> of orthogonal 
projections in g which are dominated by 0. Let P’ be the direct sum 
of the Pn’s. Now (P, + Pz -I- ... -t P,) + P’ in the strong operator 
topology. Hence, if T is any element of 8, (P, /- P, + ... .+- P,,) T --+ 
P’T in the operator norm since T is compact. Hence, P’T and TP’ 
are in &? if T is in A?. If P’ + Q, choose a self-adjoint element T of ti 
such that QT = T and (1 - P’) T(I -- P’) -= T - TP’ -. P’T + 
P’TP’ 9: 0. (I - P’) T(1 - P’) IS in 99. Hence, by the spectral 
theorem for compact self-adjoint operators and operator calculus, 
there exists a finite-dimensional projection P” in 99 dominated by 
I - P’. This contradicts the assumption that (P,,) is a maximal 
collection. Hence, P’ = Q. Q.E.D. 
Pmof of Pl~oposition 2.1. Choose a sequence of minimal central 
projections {Q1%} in &?(9) such that a(.9) is the direct sum of the 
q?q,n . Such a sequence exists by Lemma 2.3. By the proof of 
Lemma 2.3, we have that if T is in 97, then TQ?, is also in .g’, and 59 
is the C*(a)-sum of the .%, . For each n, choose a Hilbert space .X,, 
and an algebraic isomorphis”m #%: &!‘(g)o -+ L(Xn). Since .%‘(9)0 
has finite multiplicity, #J9J0,) is contained” in the compact operator: 
on X?, . But the von Neumann algebra generated by #,(9Jo,) is 
L(&). Hence, gL,(9?‘on) is all compact operators on cfn by Dixmier 
[3, Corollaire 4.1.6, p. 841. Q.E.D. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
We gradually prove Theorem 1.1 in this section in a sequence 
of lemmas. Let z2 be any C*-algebra. Recall that there is a one-to-one 
correspondence ,P + C(Y) between closed two-sided ideals 9 in .d 
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and closed subsets C(9) of .d, given by C(Y) = all elements of d 
whose kernel contains .P and Y = the intersection of the kernels 
o@& elements of C(Y). If 9 is such a closed two-sided ideal, then 
(&‘/.-u”) is homeomorphic to C(s) via the natural inflation mapping. 
From this it is clear that a closed two-sided ideal .P of & is invariant 
under a given group G of * -automorphisms of ,c% if and only if C(Y) 
is invariant under G. Hence, if 9 is a closed two-sided G-invariant --. 
ideal in &, then C(Y)/G is countably separated if and only (d/$)/G 
is countably separated. Furthermore, the open set .d -.- C(J) is 
homeomorphic to 9 via the mapping 73 -+ 73 I Y. Therefore, if Y 
is a closed two-sided G-invariant ideal in &‘, then (A? - C(X))/G 
is countably separated if and only if .$“/G is countably separated. 
LEMMA 3.1. It suffices to prove Theorem 1 .l under the additional 
assumption that .dlG is Hausdorff. 
Proof. J/G is countably separated. Hence, by [5, Theorem l] 
and [3,4.3.8, Remarks], there is a countable ordinal y and an ascending 
family {Un} f p o o en G-invariant subsets of &, indexed by the ordinals 
less than or equal to y, such that U, = 4, 71, = c~j, if c1 is a limit 
ordinal then iYa = ualii U6 , and if CL is not 0 or a limit ordinal, 
then (U, -- U=-,)/G 1s a dense open T, subset of (~2 - U,-,)/G. 
For each ai, let ,a& be the closed two-sided G-invariant ideal in & 
corresponding to .d - U,, . Then fg = .9? n ,a& is a closed two-sided 
G-invariant ideal in 9? and IV, = $ - C($$ is a G-invariant open 
subset of 4. d/G is countably separated if and only if each 
(IV, - W,P,)/G is countably separated, 01 not 0 or a limit ordinal, for 
@ = IV., and y is a co22 ordinal. But (U, - CT,,_,) = (zz) 
and (W, - IVP,) = (2ti-JcyW). Since $XP,/#‘6: is a C*-subalgebra 
of 9a-,/9W in a natural manner and (9lz)/G is Hausdorff, we see 
that if suffices to prove Theorem 1 .l in case .d/G is Hausdorff. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.2. It suffices to prove Theorem 1.1 under the additional 
assumption that .r?/G is a single point. 
Proof. To prove Theorem 1.1 it suffices to show that each G-orbit 
in @ is relatively open in its closure. By Lemma 3.1, we can (and do) 
assume that sj/G is Hausdorff. Let 3 be any primitive ideal in 9Y. 
By [3, I’roposition 2.10.21, there exists a primitive ideal 9 in ,PJ such 
that 9 contains 98 n 9. Let Y’ be the intersection of the G-conjugates 
of 4. 3’ is a closed two-sided ideal in &, and 2 contains 3 n 9’. 
Now by assumption, the G-orbit G . 9 is closed in .nj. Hence, the 
G-orbit G * 9 is homeomorphic with (2/>7). But ($2)/G then 
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is a single orbit. If TheoremJJ holds for .,&/.P’, then G ’ (f/9’ n .F’) 
is open in its closure in (.99/g n Y’), for .?8/98 n .F’ is in a natural 
manner a G-invariant C*-subalgebra of .P~/.Y’. But then G . g is 
open in its closure in ~2, for (.@2 n .P’) : C(% n Y’), a closed 
subset of .g. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 1. I. We can (and do) assume that c~j/G is 
a single point. Let .Y be a fixed primitive ideal in .cl;‘. .Y is a maximal 
ideal since .ci is Hausdorff by [5, Theorem I]. Let (f be any primitive 
ideal in .%. As in Lemma 3.2, there is some primitive ideal .P’ in .& 
such that <f contains 9 n .f’. But all the primitive ideals in .F/ are 
conjugate under G. Hence, by conjugating 9 if necessary, we may 
assume that 9 contains 9 n .8. Since .f is a maximal ideal, .dJ.f 
is the algebra of compact operators. But .8/:% n .f is in a natural 
manner a C*-subalgebra of .!yJ/.Y. Hence, by Corollary 2.2, (%@ n .f) 
is countable. Hence, there are only a countable number of G-orbits 
in .@, and so d/G certainly is countably separated. Q.E.D. 
4. Ax APPLICATION TO GROUP REPRESENTATIONS 
The purpose of this section is to give a simple application of 
Theorem 1 .I to group representations. If G is any group, we denote 
its associated C*-algebra by C*(G). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let L be a group and K an open subgroup. Then there 
is a natural injectiofz of C*(K) into C*(L). 
Proof. Since K is open in L, L1(K) is contained in L](L) in a natural 
manner. Hence, by the Krein extension theorem, l/f IIK < [if liL for 
all f in Ll(K), where 1~ .* jlK is the C*(K)-norm and /I .. j L is the 
C*(L)-norm. That 11 fill, < Il.filK is obvious. Hence, C*(K) may be 
isometrically embedded into C*(L) in a natural manner. Q.E.D. 
We now employ the notation set up in the beginning of [6, Section 21. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let L be a group, K an open subgroup, and N a multiplier 
for L. Then there is a natural injection of C*(K, a) into C*(L, a). 
Proof. Let (L, a) be the central extension of L by a one-dimensional 
torus corresponding to 01. Let y be the two-sided ideal in C*((L, cx)) 
which is the intersection of all kernels of representations of (L, e) 
whose restriction to T is a multiple of the character (e, t) + t. We 
have that C*(L, a) = C*((L, a))/#. Note that the range of the natural 
mapping of C*((K, 01)) into C*(L, N) is isomorphic to 
C*((k’, a)),‘C*((K, a)) n 8. 
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C*((K, a)) n $ is the intersection of the kernels of a collection of 
representations of (K, IX) whose restriction to T is a multiple of the 
character (e, t) -F t. Conversely, if r is a representation of (K, LX) 
whose restriction to T is a multiple of the character (e, t) -+ t, let p 
be an extension of 7~ as in [3, Proposition 2.10.21. Use the fact that T 
is central to check easily that p is a representation of (L, a) whose 
restriction to T is a multiple of the character (e, t) -+ t. Then 
p(C*((K a>> n 8) = 0. H ence, m(C*((K, a)) n $) = 0. Therefore, 
C*((K 4) n 2 is P recisely the intersection of the kernels of repre- 
sentations of (K, R) whose restriction to T is a multiple of the character 
(e, t) ---f t. Hence, C*(K, a) = C*((K, ol))/C*((K, CX)) n &. Q.E.D. 
We parenthetically add the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let L be a group, K an open subgroup, and 01 
a multiplier for L. If every a-representation of L is Type I, then every 
a-representation of K is Type I. If every a-representation of L is CCR, 
then every oc-representation of K is CCR. 
Proof. C*(K, a) may be embedded in C*(L, a). The corollary now 
follows from [3, Propositions 4.2.4 and 4.3.51. Q.E.D. 
Now consider the following setup. Let L be a group, K an open 
subgroup, cy a multiplier for L, and G a topological transformation 
group of automorphisms of (L, a) which leave (K, a) invariant and 
which leave T pointwise fixed. G then acts on & and l?~. Suppose 
that every a-representation of L is Type I. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let L, K, 01, and G be as above. Then x=/G is 
countably separated if La/G is countably separated. 
Proof. G has, in a natural manner, a strongly continuous repre- 
sentation as * -automorphisms of C*((L, a)) which leaves C*((K, a)) 
invariant. Since G leaves T pointwise fixed, G maps $ into itself. 
Hence, G has a strongly continuous representation as *-automorphisms 
of C*(L, a)xich leaves C*(K, a) invariant. But ee = C*(c) and 
Ra = C*(K, n). Now use Theorem 1.1. Q.E.D. 
Note that a special case of this corollary occurs when K is open 
and normal in L and G = (L, a). This case of Corollary 4.4 then 
coincides with [7, Theorem 1.11, and hence provides another proof 
of that result. However, the methods of [7] probably can be generalized 
to situations where the methods of this paper do not apply. 
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5. ANOTHER APPLICATION TO GROUP REPRESENTATIONS 
Let L be a group, K a closed subgroup, and T a unitary representa- 
tion of K. Denote by U7; the representation of L induced by X. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let L be a group, K a closed subgroup of L, and TT 
a unitary representation of K. Let + be a continuous automorphism of 
L which also defines an automorphism qf K. Then Urcd is unitarily 
equivalent to I’n 0 4. 
Proof. Recall how induced representations are defined. Let p 
be a quasi-invariant measure on L/K. The measure class of p is 
unique. Define p,,(E) = p(a-‘E) f or every Bore1 subset E of L/K. 
Z(Um) is the set of p-equivalence classes of Bore1 functions 
f: L + #(rr), such that f(g/z) -=m n(h)-’ (f(g)) for all g in L and h 
in K, with the inner product fl , .A; =~-- SL~K ;fdg), f,(g)) dp. Lye 
define ( Un(a)f)(g) = f (a-lg)(dp,,jdp) (4(g)), where #: L -+ L/K is the 
natural quotient mapping. 
Define p&(E) = p(f$(E)) f or all Bore1 subsets E of L/K. One checks 
that pd is a quasi-invariant measure on L/K. Hence, pCb and p are 
in the same measure class. For .f in -X?( UT), set 
-4 simple computation shows that Vf is in X( Unmd), and that V is 
a unitary mapping A?( Um) onto Z?( lined). 
Compute that (4dd~X~(a-‘g)) = (44&-4(~(g)) anJ that 
(d~~(,,ldrJ-)(~(~(g))) = (4d,/dd(~k)>~ Then 
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Denote the I’ in this lemma corresponding to + by Vd . 
I,E~IN.J 5.2. Let L, K, V, , and q4 be as in I,emma 5. I. Tlzen the 
mupping $ + V, is an antihomomorphism, i.e., V,bl ,,, ~- Vcb,, c r/, . 2 _ 1 
Pvoc$ Vse the notation of Lemma 5.1. The proof of this lemma 
is a simple computation modulo the easily verified fact that 
Q.E.11. 
1,et G and L be groups and Z a locally compact Hausdorff space 
with a countable basis for its topology. Suppose that both G and L 
act as topological transformation groups on Z, and suppose that G 
acts as a topological transformation group of automorphisms of L. 
G then also acts as a topological transformation group on the product 
1, Y Z in a natural manner. Suppose further that the actions of G 
and 1, on Z are intertwined so that a . (t + z) = (u * t) . (a . z) for all 
n in G, t in L, and z in 2. Recall the following from [6, introduction 
of Section 21. I,et X(1, x 2) be the space of complex-valued 
continuous functions on I, x 2 with compact support. .d‘(I, x 2) 
is a *-algebra with the multiplication 
(fg)(tz) = _(- j(s, 2) g(s-9, s-la) ds 
and the involution f*(~, z) = f(~-‘, s-‘z) d(s-l). .X(L x Z) can be 
completed in a natural manner to be a separable C*-algebra, denoted 
C*(L, 2). Let 8(a) be the positive number such that d(a-l * s) = 6(a) ds. 
Compute that a --j 8(a) is a continuous homomorphism of G into 
the multiplicative group of positive reals. Define an action of G on 
X’(L x Z) by setting (a .f)(t, zz) =f(a-’ * t, a-l . z) S(a). Compute 
that f + (a .f) defines a *-automorphism of X(L x Z) which 
extends to be a *-automorphism #(a) of C*(L, Z). Check that a + #(a) 
is a strongly continuous representation of G as *-automorphisms of 
c*(L, Z). 
Now let L be a group, K a closed subgroup such that L/K is compact, 
LY a multiplier for L, and G a topological transformation group of 
automorphisms of (L, a) which leave (K, a) invariant and which 
leave T pointwise fixed. G then acts as a topological transformation 
group on the quotient (L, a)/(K, a) = L/K. Furthermore, compute 
that a * (s . z) = (a . s) . (a . 2) for all a in G, s in (L, s), and z in 
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(L, m)/(K, a). Hence, G acts in a natural manner as a strongly 
continuous group of * -automorphisms of the C*-algebra 
c*((b 4, F, 4(K 4). 
Every representation of C*((L, 01), (L, n)/(K, a)) can be associated 
in a natural one-to-one manner with a system of imprimitivity for 
(L, a) on (L, CX)/(K, a). If f . is an element of J?((L, CL), (L, n)/(K, a)), 
h is an element of .X((L, cu)/(K, a)), and s is an element of (L, ‘x), let 
(sf)(h 4 =f( - s 9, s-lx) and (hf)(t, .z) = h(z) f (t, z). If IV is a 
representation of C*((L, LX), (L, ol)/(K, N)), there is a uniquely deter- 
mined unitary representation V of (L, ti) and a norm decreasing 
*-homomorphism M of X((L, ol)/(K, CL)) into the bounded linear 
operators on 2(W) such that W(sf) = V(s) W(f) and W(hf) =- 
M(h) W(f) for all s in (L, n), h in .X((L, ol)/(K, cy)), and f in 
r%((L, 01) (L, ol)/(K, CL)). Furthermore, V and M are related by 
V(s) AI(h) V(s)-r = M(sh) for all s in (L, a) and h in X((L, oc)/(K, a)), 
where (sh)(z) = h(s-lx). C onversely, if we are given such a V and M, 
we obtain a *-homomorphism of .X((L, a) x (L, a)/(K, a)) by setting 
W(f) = 1 M(,f(s, e)) P(s) ds. Hence, every representation of 
c*((L m), (L a)l(K a)> arises naturally by inducing a representation 
of (K, W) up to (L, cx). Mackey theory shows that the corresponding 
representation of C*((L, ci), (L, cu)/(K, LY)) is irreducible (Type I) if 
and only if the associated representation of (K, a) is irreducible 
(Type I). 
I,EMMA 5.3. Let 11’ be an e&ynt of C*((~,~~~~~)/(K, 01)) and 
6 the coyresponding element of (A’, LX). Lst be an element of G. Then 
ma is associated with the element + of (K, a). 
Proof. If h is an element of .X((L, ol)/(K, ol)), let (a . h)(x) = h(a-i .s). 
If M is a norm-decreasing *-homomorphism of .X((L, ol)/(K, a)) into 
the bounded linear operators on some Hilbert space, we define 
Ma(h) = M(a - h). 
Suppose that 
W(f) = 1 M(J(s, *)) I’(s) ds. 
Then 
wyf) = lV(a . f) = J M((a *f)(s, *)) V(s) 6(a) ds 
= 
s 
M(f(a-1 . s, u-1.)) V(s) 8(a) ds 
: /” M(,/(s, n -1.)) 7 ~(a . s) c/s [ W(,f(.s, .)) I -Q(s) tls. 
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Now \ve may suppose that V = U7. Hence, V(’ = ( U;i;)‘f = V,,* I’-=” I;, , 
where I/,, is the unitary mapping of A?( UT) onto .W (C’““) defined in 
Iemma 5.2 associated with the automorphism n. Let f be an element 
of .F( C.‘““) and h an element of .X((L, a)/(K, 2)). Compute that 
( LTc,Mcf(h) V,,*f)(s) = (h . f)(s). Hence, VJW”(.) V,,* is the norm- 
decreasing *-homomorphism of .;/r((Z,, a)/(K, 3)) into the bounded 
linear operators on Z’( Un”) associated with Uz”. Hence, liYL is associated 
with the element 9 of (K, a). Q.E.D. 
T,et .pF be the two-sided ideal in C*((L, l), (L, .k)/(K, R)) which is 
the intersection of the kernels associated to those representations of 
(I\, X) whose restriction to T is a multiple of the character (P, t) -+ t. 
,f is G-invariant by Lemma 5.3 since G leaves T pointwise fixed. 
Hence, C acts as a strongly continuous group of *-automorphisms 
of C”(L, K, II) - C*((L, E), (I,, c~):‘(k’, a))//.. l’he dual space of 
C*(l,, K, .A) is h omeomorphic in a natural manner to i?m by [6, 
Proposition 3.41. This natural homeomorphism is G-equivariant by 
T,emma 5.3. Hence, if every r-representation of K is Type I, me have 
htc folloning lemma. 
I,EMMA 5.4. C*(L, A’, a)/(: is couutab~3~ separated ;f and only ;f 
A7t/G is countab[y separated. 
The following proposition is the main result of this section. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let L be a group, AT a closed subgroup such that 
L/i? is compact, and a a multiplier for L. Let G be a topological trans- 
,formation group of automorphisms of (L, a) which leave (K, cr) ineariant 
and which lea,ve T pointwise fixed. Let C be the closed subset of ez 
consisting of those elements which are weakly contained in the set of 
a-representations of L induced from ol-representations of A-. Then C is 
G-invariant, and C/G is countably separated if eaery n-representation 
of K is Type I and &7*/G is countably separated. 
Proof. G acts on Y((L, a)) by setting (a .f)(t) = f (a-l . t) 8(a). 
Compute that f + (a *f) defines a *-automorphism of X(L) which 
extends to be a *-automorphism of C*((L, a)). Note that (L, ~l)/(k’, N) = 
L/K is compact. Hence, the mapping f---t f @ 1 of .X((L, a)) into 
.f((L, =) x (L, 4/(K, a)) . IS well defined. Compute that this mapping 
is a G-equivariant *-homomorphism of .X((L, a)) into X((L, a) x 
(L, rr)/(K, N)), which extends to be a G-equivariant *-homomorphism 
of C*((L, a)) into C*((L, z), (L, ol)/(K, a)). By [6, Lemma 2.2 and 
following comments], we have that this mapping then induces in a 
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natural manner a G-equivariant *-homomorphism of C*(L, .A) into 
C*(L, K, a). Let X be the two-sided ideal in C*(L, 01) which is the 
kernel of this *-homomorphism. The dual space of C*(L, <x)/Y may 
be identified with C by [6, Proof of Theorem 1.11. But C*(L, :x)/Y 
may also be identified with a G-invariant C*-subalgebra of C*(L, K, x). 
Now C?*(L, K, ol)/G is countably separated if RW/G is countably 
separated by I,emma 5.4. But then C/G is countably separated by 
Theorem 1.1. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.6. Let L be agroup, K a closed subgroup such that L/k- 
is compact an.d has an L-invariant measure, and let cx be a multiplier 
for L. Let G be a topological transformation group of automorphisms of 
(L, a) which leave (K, a!) invariant and which are the identit-y on T. 
Suppose that every a-representation of K is Type I. Then every 
ol-representation off, is Type I, and La/G is countably separated if R*x,!G 
is countably separated. 
Proof. Every (r-representation of L is Type I by [6, Corollary 4.51. 
Every a-representation of L is weakly contained in the set of 
a-representations of L which are induced from E-representations of k- 
by [6, Lemma 4.11. The corollary now follows from Proposition 5.5. 
Q.E.D. 
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